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Abstract
Aim: In this study, we aimed to compare venous blood gas analysis and auto-analyzers for obtaining levels for sodium, potassium, and glucose in critically ill 
patients and to investigate the correlation between results.
Material and Methods:  Sodium, potassium, and glucose values obtained by two methods simultaneously were evaluated separately for three groups’ pH status: 
acidosis, normal pH, and alkalosis. 
Results: A total of 198 paired measurements were recruited. A statistically significant difference was found between blood gas analyzer and auto-analyzer 
methods in terms of sodium (136.78 ± 10.553 mmol/l; 136.78 ± 6.686 mmol/l), potassium (4.307 ± 0.881 mmol/l; 4.529 ± 0.902 mmol/l), and glucose (182.89 
± 83.39 mg/dl; 163.44 ± 99.108 mg/dl) (p < 0.05). A Bland-Altman plot of difference suggested that all agreements between venous blood gas analysis and 
auto-analyzer were good (the latter measure was considered the standard).
Discussion: Differences between electrolytes and glucose values obtained with both techniques vary according to the pH state. 
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Introduction
Among the routine laboratory measurements in pediatric 
emergency departments, glucose, sodium, and potassium are 
the primary and necessary parameters in the management 
of critical patients requiring rapid intervention [1-3]. 
Although laboratory assessments (auto-analyzer method) are 
conventional and reliable, waiting for results in life-threatening 
situations such as shock can worsen the outcome [4]. In such 
cases, blood gas analysis (BGA) is an alternative method used 
to obtain test results in a few minutes. Utilization of direct 
ion-selective electrode technology with BGA offers important 
advantages such as evaluating acid-base status with a small 
blood sample, as well as providing electrolyte levels [5, 6]. 
Despite all these advantages, the majority of clinicians do 
not rely on electrolyte values determined by BGA in patient 
management [7, 8].
There are studies in the literature, which are mostly conducted 
on adult patients that evaluate the reliability of BGA in terms of 
sodium, potassium, and glucose measurement, but the results 
are inconsistent [5, 9-14]. Critical patient distinction was not 
made in most studies evaluating the reliability of electrolyte 
and glucose values obtained with BGA [8, 9, 11, 15]. Studies 
conducted on critically ill patients are insufficient [5,16]. For 
this reason, it has become necessary to compare electrolyte 
measurements obtained with BGA with those obtained with the 
auto-analyzer (AA) and to show consistency between them in 
critical child patient management.
Critical illness and/or critical injury are defined as diseases and/
or injuries that reduce or potentially reduce oxygen delivery 
to the tissues [17]. Blood gas analysis is one of the first-step 
laboratory assessments in critically ill patients because it 
enables the evaluation of acid-base balance, oxygenation, and 
ventilation.
In this study, we aimed to compare sodium, potassium, and 
glucose levels obtained by venous BGA and AA in critically ill 
patients and to investigate the correlation between results. We 
also wanted to find out whether changes in acid-base balance 
cause any difference between the results obtained with these 
two techniques.

Material and Methods
A retrospective, observational, and cross-sectional study was 
conducted in the pediatric emergency clinic of a tertiary care 
hospital with 170,000 average annual admissions. Patients 
(0–18 years of age) with critical illness and unstable vital signs 
in the pediatric emergency room between January 2016 and 
December 2019 were included. Measurements using BGA and 
AA were studied with blood samples taken simultaneously from 
the peripheral venous route, and the results were obtained from 
patient files and hospital information system records. Patients 
with respiratory, circulatory, and/or neurological disorders and 
abnormal vital signs were included in the study.
Patient age, gender, admission diagnosis, venous blood 
gas parameters (pH, sodium, potassium, and glucose), 
AA measurements (sodium, potassium, and glucose), and 
disposition data (intensive-care-hospital inward admission, 
exitus, emergency observation) were recorded. Patients with 
incomplete data, or who had received intravenous fluid or any 

treatment before blood was drawn, or whose blood samples 
were not taken simultaneously, or whose vital signs were stable 
were excluded from the study.
Venous blood gas samples were taken into a heparinized injector 
(dry, containing 72 IU / 2 ml Lithium heparin) and studied 
within 2 minutes with a daily calibrated device (ABL800 FLEX; 
Radiometer Medical ApS, Copenhagen, Denmark) in a pediatric 
emergency room. All blood samples taken from critically ill 
patients were delivered to the pediatric emergency department 
laboratory within 5 minutes by the service personnel. Venous 
blood samples were taken into a serum separator tube and 
electrolyte results were obtained within 60–90 minutes via the 
AA (AU680; Beckman Coulter, Indianapolis, Indiana). 
Simultaneous BGA and AA measurement values were evaluated 
separately for three groups as acidosis (pH < 7.35), normal pH 
(pH = 7.35–7.45), and alkalosis (pH > 7.45).
Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics for variables were specified as mean, 
standard deviation, median, minimum value, maximum value, 
and percentage. Homogeneity of variances, which is one 
of the prerequisites of parametric tests, was checked with 
Levene’s test, and normality assumption was evaluated with 
the Shapiro-Wilk test. Differences between three and more 
groups were compared with one-way analysis of variance 
and Tukey HSD [honestly significant difference] test when 
parametric test prerequisites were met, and the Kruskal-
Wallis analysis and Bonferroni-Dunn test when not provided. 
The Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated for each 
parameter: between 0.30 and 0.70 was considered a moderate 
correlation, and between 0.71 and 0.99 a strong correlation. In 
comparison, laboratory measurement results were determined 
as the gold standard. The consistency between measurement 
techniques was evaluated with the Bland-Altman chart (mean 
and 95% Limits of Agreement = LoA). Data were evaluated via 
SPPS 20 (IBM Corp. Released 2011. IBM SPSS Statistics for 
Windows, Version 20.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp.) and p < 0.05 
was considered significant. 
Ethical Approval
Ethics Committee approval for the study was obtained. Since 
our study was conducted retrospectively, informed consent was 
not obtained from the patients.

Results
In total, 198 children (125 males, 73 females) with a mean age 
of 41.06 ± 57.67 months (range: 0.2 –218.9) were recruited. 
Electrolyte measurement values were recorded in all patients 
with BGA and AA. While glucose measurements were available 
in all patients with an AA, measurements could only be obtained 
in 27 (13.6%) patients via BGA. Demographic data and clinical 
characteristics of the patients are shown in Table 1.
When classifying the study group according to acid-base 
balance, it was found that 110 (55.6%) patients were in the 
normal pH group, 80 (40.4%) patients were in the acidosis 
group, and 8 (4%) patients were in the alkalosis group.
There was a moderate correlation in terms of sodium (r = 0,59; 
p = 0.001) and a strong correlation in terms of potassium (r = 
0.76; p = 0.001) and glucose (r = 0.88; p = 0.001) between the 
two measurement techniques (Tables 2, 3).
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Demographic and clinical data

Gender (n/%)
Male 125 (63.1)

Female 73 (36.9)

Age (months) (mean ± SD) (minimum-maximum)
41.06 ± 57.67

0.2-218.9

Admission diagnosis (n/%)

Respiratory problems 129 (65.2)

Trauma 33 (16.7)

Shock 17 (8.6)

Status epilepticus 7 (3.5)

Poisoning 4 (2)

Heart failure 2 (1)

Congenital metabolic disorders 4 (2)

Electrical injury 1 (0.5)

Elevated intracranial pressure 1 (0.5)

Disposition (n/%)

Ward 89 (44.9)

ICU 100 (50.5)

Exitus 9 (4.5)

Total 198 (100)

Figure 1. Bland-Altman plots for sodium, potassium and 
glucose levels (means and LoAs) in venous blood gas analysis 
and auto-analyzer for each pH status.

Table 1. Demographic and clinical data of patients.

Na+ (mmol/l) Total n=198 Normal pH n=80 Acidosis n=110 Alkalosis n=8 Test Statistics p

BGA (n=198)

mean+SD 136.78±10.553 134.61±11.642 138.73±9.294 131.63±10.756
7.639 0.022* ψ

[median]IQR [137.00]6 [136.50]5‡ [138.00]5† [130.50]16‡

AA (n=198)

mean+SD 136.78±6.686 135.66±3.987 137.79±8.037 134.00±5.806
5.175 0.075ψ

[median]IQR [136.00]4 [136.00]4 [137.00]4 [133.50]8 

p 0.001* 0.001* 0.001* 0.020*

r 0.598 0.453 0.710 0.789

BGA (n=198)

mean+SD 4.307±0.881 4.189±0.775 4.381±0.954 4.463±0.789
1.679 0.432ψ

[median]IQR [4.200]1.0 [4.200]0.8 [4.200]1.1 [4.450]1.3

AA (n=198)

mean+SD 4.529±0.902 4.459±0.744 4.580±1.001 4.525±0.979
0.539 0.764ψ

[median]IQR [4.550]1.1 [4.500]1.0 [4.550]1.2 [5.100]1.8

p 0.001* 0.001* 0.001* 0.015*

r 0.765 0.762 0.765 0.807

*p<0.05; IQR: Inter-Quartile-Range; ψ Kruskal Wallis Test; SD: Standard Deviation, BGA: Blood Gas Analysis, AA: Auto-analyzer; †,‡ Sodium levels are statistically significantly higher in acidosis 
group in BGA

Glucose (mg/dl)
Total
n=198

Normal pH
n=80

Acidosis
n=110

Alkalosis
n=8

Test Statistics p

BGA (n=27)

mean+SD 182.89±83.39 139.86±64.904 201.74±85.82 126.0±
5.339 0.069ψ

[median]IQR [163.0]124 [107.0]87 [167.0]135 [126.0]

AA (n=198)

mean+SD 163.44±99.108 140.46±77.377 183.79±111.28 113.38±24.657
5.755 0.004* Δ

[median]IQR [134.0]108 [119.50]72† [158.0]105‡ [103.50]48§

p 0.001* 0.001* 0.001* 0.329

r 0.889 0.967 0.874 0.399

Δ Analysis of Variance (ANOVA); *p<0.05; IQR: Inter-Quartile-Range; ψ Kruskal-Wallis Test; SD: Standard Deviation, BGA: Blood Gas Analysis, AA: Auto-analyzer, †,‡,§ Glucose levels differ 
statistically significantly between pH groups (p<0.05). This is due to acidosis and normal pH groups. Only 1 subject could be gathered for alkalosis group in BGA. Thus, SD and IQR could not be 
calculated.

Table 3. Statistical analysis results for Glucose levels.

Table 2. Statistical analysis results for Sodium (Na+) and (K+) levels.
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When the differences were evaluated according to pH groups, 
linear positive correlation was found with r values of 0.45 for 
sodium, 0.76 for potassium, 0.88 for glucose in the normal pH 
group between the two measurement techniques (p < 0.05). 
Linear positive correlation was found in the acidosis and 
alkalosis groups for both sodium and potassium (p < 0.05) 
(Tables 2, 3). 
Tables 2, 3 also compare the mean values of all measurements 
by BGA and AA of all three pH groups. Sodium values determined 
by BGA in the acidosis group were statistically more significant 
other pH levels (p < 0.05). This statistical difference was not 
detected in the measurements examined by AA (Table 2). It 
was determined that the potassium measurement was not 
affected by different pH conditions in both measurement 
techniques (Table 2). While glucose levels obtained via BGA 
were not affected by pH levels, a statistical difference was 
found between all three pH groups for AA measurements (p < 
0.05) (Table 3).
When evaluating the agreement between the two methods with 
Bland-Altman, 95% LoA was -16.6–16.6 (mean 0.0) for sodium, 
-1.0–1.4 (mean 0.2) for potassium and -83.7–69.8 (mean -7.0) 
for glucose (Figure 1). 

Discussion
Rapid evaluation of electrolytes is very important in making 
decisions quickly, regulating fluid and medical treatments in 
management of critically ill children, and is often lifesaving. 
Blood gas analysis is one of the indispensable examinations 
in pediatric emergency services in management of critically ill 
children, especially in infants, due to its important advantages, 
such as working with minimal blood samples, giving fast results 
in electrolyte values, and not being affected by serum proteins 
[18, 19]. As shown in many studies, it is understood that the 
differences between the electrolyte values obtained from BGA 
and AA are due to the chemical reaction differences between 
these two techniques and BGA working with whole blood and 
AA with serum.
In the United States Clinical Laboratory Improvement 
Amendment (US CLIA), differences of ± 0.5 mmol/L in potassium 
levels, ± 4 mmol/L in sodium levels, and ± 6 mg/dL in glucose 
levels can be accepted with standard calibration [5, 20]. 
This study shows that there is a significant difference between 
sodium, potassium, and glucose measurements obtained 
with BGA and AA, including all pH groups. It is remarkable 
that sodium levels were found to be significantly higher with 
BGA than AA measurements, especially in the acidosis group. 
However, there are studies in the literature showing that the 
electrolyte levels obtained with BGA were found to be lower 
compared to AA [6, 16]. It is thought that this difference may 
be due to the dilution of additional heparin or due to heparin 
binding to electrolytes [5, 6]. On the other hand, we think that 
using a dry heparin injector causes sodium levels to be higher 
in BGA compared to AA. In addition, higher potassium levels in 
AA measurements may be due to the centrifugation of blood 
samples or delayed analysis.
There are studies in the literature evaluating the reliability of 
electrolyte and glucose levels obtained with BGA [5, 8, 9, 11, 

13-15, 21-24]. However, the results of these studies vary. In the 
study conducted by Altunok et al. [11] in adult patients a strong 
correlation between sodium and potassium and a moderate 
correlation between glucose levels were found between these 
analysis methods. However, it was reported that the difference 
was not acceptable limits for any parameter. Similar to our 
study, patients were compared according to their pH status, but 
unlike our results, it was concluded that the measurements did 
not differ according to their pH status [11].
With the Bland-Altman plot, we observed a good agreement 
between the two measurement techniques in terms of sodium 
and potassium levels, since the mean difference is at acceptable 
levels and the scatter plots are in the agreement range.
When the agreement was evaluated according to pH groups, 
it was found that sodium values were better in the acidosis 
group and the potassium values in the alkalosis group. In 
terms of glucose values, it was determined that there was an 
agreement in the acidosis group compared to the normal pH 
group, with findings suggesting that the total group was not 
consistent. Since glucose levels can be measured in only one 
patient and other parameters in eight patients in the alkalosis 
group, we think that a clear interpretation cannot be made 
about compliance and reliability. While glucose level could 
be measured in 198 patients with laboratory measurement, 
glucose level could be measured in only 27 patients in BGA. 
Therefore, it would not be appropriate to comment on glucose 
levels in general and especially in the alkalosis group.
Laboratory tests are evaluated after clinical evaluation 
and necessary vital interventions in pediatric emergency 
departments. First interventions should be decided according 
to the clinical findings of the patient. We think it would be 
appropriate that verification of abnormal values in BGA with 
an AA confirmation should not be required if the BGA results 
correlate with clinical findings.
Limitations
The most important limitation of our study is that it was 
conducted in a single center and is retrospective. An insufficient 
number of patients in the alkalosis group to evaluate patients 
according to their pH status, as well as the low number of 
glucose results obtained by BGA, constitute limitations in 
terms of interpretation. Nevertheless, the strength of this 
study is that this is the first study to compare electrolytes 
measurements between venous BGA and AA for different 
pH status in a population of critically ill children. Larger 
population and multicenter studies investigating the reliability 
of measurements with BGA in the management of critically ill 
children are needed. 
Conclusion
Our results confirm that sodium levels measured via venous 
BGA were statistically significantly higher in patients with 
acidosis, whereas potassium levels do not differ according to pH 
conditions in both methods. While potassium levels measured 
via venous BGA can be trusted, care should be exercised 
in critically ill patients, as sodium values may differ by pH 
conditions.  Eventually electrolyte values should be confirmed 
with laboratory analysis, if possible, when sodium levels are not 
compatible with clinical findings.
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